Salary Range Adjustments

What are range adjustments (RA)?
- RAs are provided by the state of California as a cost of living increase to keep General Fund (fund numbers 19900, 19924 and 19935) salaries in line with inflation.
- Funding is provided year to year by the state of California, depending on available funds.

How are range adjustments funded on campus?
Sub 00-
- On-scale, academic appointments funded on sub 00 19900 and 19935 funds will receive automatic RA funding from Academic Planning and Budget (APB). If funding is not automatically provided, a RA funding request needs to be submitted by your organization to your budget analyst in APB.

Sub 01-
- Staff appointments on 19900, 19924, 19935 and 20000 funds will be funded based on the July 1st staffing list.
- APB does not fund RAs for permanent appointment that begin after July 1st.

Sub 02-
- APB provides RA funding for general assistance based on the organization's July 1st General Fund permanent budget for sub 02.

Sub 03-08-
- APB does not provide non-salary price increases for operating funds.

Please contact Jesse Cano x57664 or Doris Wang x75370 for more information.